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ABSTRACT 

A covariance matrix for the silicon 1-MeV neutron displacement damage function is 
developed. This uncertainty data will support the electronic radiation hardness-testing 
community and will permit silicon displacement damage sensors to be used in least 
squares spectrum adjustment codes. 

1 .  Introduction 
The electronics radiation hardness-testing community uses the ASTM E722-93 Stan- 

dard Practice’ to define the energy dependence of the nonionizing neutron damage to sil- 
icon semiconductors. This neutron displacement damage response function is defined to be 
equal to the silicon displacement kerma as calculated from the ORNL Si cross-section eval- 
uation.2 Experimental work has shown that observed damage ratios at various test facilities 
agree with the defined response function to within 5%.3 This paper provides an energy-de- 
pendent description of the uncertainty in the silicon damage function and provides a com- 
plete covariance matrix. This information can be used to provide a much more complete 
precision and bias section for ASTM E722. 

This paper uses two methods to examine the uncertainty in the silicon 1-MeV displace- 
ment kerma. The first approach, which will be referred to as “observed” in this paper, is to 
examine the energy-dependent variation resulting from the existing cross section evalua- 
tions. The second approach is to correctly combine and weight the existing ENDFB-V co- 
variance data for the silicon cross section components, so that they represent the covariance 
for the displacement kerma. 

2. Observed Silicon Displacement Variation 
2.1. Silicon Cross Sections 

A survey of existing cross sections has found twenty-one different silicon evaluations. 
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Six of these were identified as being recent and relatively independent. They include eval- 
uations from the ENDFB-VI, JENDL-34, JEF 2.F, BROND 2 (revision 1)6, and CENDL 
libraries as well as the private ORNL evaluation, and are used in this analysis. Because all 
of these evaluations do not use the same subset of reaction channels, a set of five generic re- 
action channels were identified and all reaction components were mapped into these five re- 
actions. The reactions include the elastic, inelastic, (n,p), (n,a), and (n,y) reactions. The 
(n,2n), (n,3n), and (n,nd) channels were combined with the inelastic channel. The (n,d), 
(n,np), and (n,2p) reactions were combined with the (n,p) channel. The (n,na), (n,t), and 
(n,3He) channels were combined with the (n,a) channel. This grouping was necessitated 
by the availability of covariance data and only applied to the uncertainty estimates. The dis- 
placement kerma from each reaction channel was modeled with the exact evaluated cross 
sections and recoil energy distribution models. This grouping should not affect the ap- 
plication of the resulting covariance matrix for radiation hardness testing purposes. 

Cross sections and displacement kerma for each evaluation and from each reaction chan- 
nel were studied and compared. A statistical analysis of these cross section files, with the 
reactions grouped into the five main channels, was performed and the results were used to 
generate the observed energy-dependent uncertainties for the silicon displacement kerma. 

The elastic cross section is the largest component at all energies. The order of impor- 
tance of the displacement components, for an irradiation with a normal reactor spectra, is 
elastic, inelastic, (n,p), (n,a), and (n,y). Figure 1 shows the relative energy-dependent im- 
portance of the various cross section contributions in the ORNL evaluation. The displace- 
ment kerma is affected by both the cross section and the recoil energy of the reaction 
products. Above about 5 MeV, the inelastic displacement damage begins to dominate the 
displacement kerma. Figure 2 shows the relative energy-dependent importance of the var- 
ious reaction channels to the displacement damage. Reactions which result in a proton or 
alpha particle in the outgoing channel are combined in Figure 2 based on the similarity of 
the emitted particles. The analysis treated each of these channels separately. 
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Silicon Cross Section Components Figure 2. Silicon Displacement Kerma Compo- 
nents 

2.2. Displacement Methodology 
The displacement kerma is obtained by multiplying the cross section by the recoil en- 

ergy that goes into creating displacements and summing over reaction channels. Equation 1 
shows the formula used to compute the displacement kerma 
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where: 
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o,Q = cross section for reaction r at energy E 
j(E,p) = angular distribution (function of energy, E, and angle, p) 
@+E') = secondary energy distribution 
ER[E,E',p] = Primary knock-on atom (PKA) recoil energy 
P(ER) = Robinson partition function7 

The NJOY91 code8 (version 118) was used to compute the displacement kerma for all re- 
sults reported in this paper. When neutron spectra were folded in with cross sections, a fine- 
group 640-bin SAND-I1 multigroup energy gridg was used. 

3. Silicon Damage Covariance 
3.1. Displacement Covariance 

Covariance matrices for the silicon cross-section components [elastic, inelastic, (n,p), 
(n,a), and (n,~)] for the ENDFB-V silicon evaluation exist as part of the COVERV cova- 
riance data library.'O Figure 3 shows the energy-dependent uncertainty (the square root of 
the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix, expressed as a percentage) for several re- 
action channels. The covariance matrices were weighted by the displacement effectiveness 
(the ratio of the reaction displacement kerma to the reaction cross section) and combined to 
form a displacement covariance matrix. A covariance matrix may be hard to interpret due 
to the varying normalization of each row and column. For clarity the covariance matrix is 
usually depicted by giving the energy-dependent uncertainty and the relative correlation 
matrix. Figure 4 shows the calculated standard deviation for the silicon displacement ker- 
ma. Figure 5 shows the calculated relative correlation matrix for the silicon displacement 
kerma. 
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Figure 4 also shows the standard deviation for the “observed” silicon displacement ker- 
ma. At high energies the “observed” variation among the six silicon evaluations is seen to 
be much less than that indicated by the COVERV uncertainty estimates. Significant con- 
tributions to the displacement kerma at these energies come from the inelastic and (n,p) re- 
actions. Due to the reliance on nuclear models, normalized by a limited set of 
measurements at energies below 9 MeV and at 14 MeV, the high energy “observed” data is 
probably highly correlated. Since the methodology used to estimate the “observed” vari- 
ation did not treat this correlation, the “observed” uncertainty is underestimated. 

Large differences are seen for the energy-dependent “observed” displacement kerma in 
the resonance region of Figure 4. The variation in the threshold region below 100 keV is not 
important for most integral displacement damage measurements, however the difference 
near 0.2 MeV is the major contributor to the observed variation. 
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3.2. 

Analysis of the contributions to the “observed” variations seen in Figure 4 shows that the 
difference in displacement kerma is directly attributable to differences in the “observed” 
silicon elastic cross section. The major difference in the elastic displacement kerma comes 
from contributions near the 0.2 MeV resonance from the various evaluations. This dis- 
crepancy between the JEF and BROND cross section as compared to the ENDF, JENDL 
and CENDL cross sections needs to be resolved. 

Initial speculations were that some of the variation in the elastic channel displacement 
kerma may have been due to the energy-dependent angular distributions and recoil mod- 
eling of the elastic angular distribution. This modeling varies considerably between eval- 
uations. In fact, as shown in Figure 6, the difference is directly attributable to differences in 
the magnitude of the elastic cross section. The experimental data and code predictions for 
the elastic cross section in this region need to be re-examined and the sensitive nuclear data 
parameters identified. 

Variation in Silicon Elastic Cross Section 
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Figure 6. Silicon Elastic Cross Section 

3.3. Propagation of Covariance 
Neutron spectra, spanning the 

range from fast-burst reactor 
cavity spectra to pool-type reac- 
tor spectra, have been folded 
with the silicon damage covari- 
ance matrix to provide uncer- 
ta int ies  in  the calculated 
displacement kerma. Two esti- 
mates of the energy-dependent 
uncertainty in the silicon dis- 
placement kerma have been 
made. The first estimate repre- 

- ENDFB-VI 

---BROND 2 

sents the observed point-by-point uncertainty between the cross-section evaluations. The 
second estimate represents the uncertainty derived from the component-weighted sums of 
the ENDFB-VI cross-section uncertainty values. 

Four estimates of the spectrum-averaged displacement kerma have been made. The first 
estimate, ocalc, represents the correct propagation of the displacement kerma with the re- 
actor spectra using the calculated covariance matrix. The second estimate, C J ~ C - ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  folds 
the group-averaged calculated damage uncertainty values with the reactor spectrum. This 
estimate does not treat the actual correlations between the various energy groups and be- 
tween reaction channels. This estimate corresponds to the assumption of a fully correlated 
covariance matrix” and a mathematical analysis shows that it must always be greater than 
the case where the correlation is properly treated. The third estimate, oobs, represents a sta- 
tistical analysis of the variation in the spectrum-averaged displacement kerma from the var- 
ious cross section evaluations. This estimate, since the statistics are performed after the 
spectrum integration, includes all of the energy- and reaction-dependent correlation. The 



fourth estimate, oE-obs, folds the energy-dependent observed variation in the various dis- 
placement components with the reactor spectrum. This estimate, like the second, does not 
properly treat the energy- and reaction-dependent correlations and produces a larger un- 
certainty estimate consistent with the assumption of fully correlated errors. Table 1 shows 
the resulting silicon damage uncertainty for the SPR3CC fast-neutron spectrum produced 
in the central cavity of the Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) SPR-III fast burst reactor. 

A comparison of the spectrum average of the silicon damage standard deviation with the 
fully propagated damage uncertainty for the calculated and the “observed” models dem- 
onstrates the importance of the off-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix. The true 
uncertainty is about half what would be obtained if the energy-dependent uncertainties are 
folded with the spectrum without a proper treatment of the energy- and reaction-dependent 
correlations. 

Table 1. Uncertainty Analysis of Spectrum-Averaged Si Displacement Kerma in SPR-I11 Spectrum 

This range of uncertainty in the silicon kerma is representative of typical research reactor 
spectra. Table 2 shows the correctly propagated uncertainty for other reactor environments 
available at the SNL facilities. A complete description of the reactor environments can be 
found in References 12 and 13. 

Table 2. Silicon Damage Uncertainty For Various Reactor Environments 

11 Spectrum II Spectrum Description 11 Si Damage Uncertainty 11 - 
Ddsignator 

ocalc oFC-calc , 

SPR3CC SPR-III central cavity at fuel cen- 2.27% 4.51% 
terline. 

II II 

WB7 Water bucket in ACRR cavity 2.28% 4.55% 
TPB13 Pb-B bucket in ACRR cavity 2.3 1 % 4.5 1 % 



Table 2 shows that the uncertainty in the spectrum-averaged response of silicon dis- 
placement damage sensors due to the knowledge of the cross section is about 2.3% for most 
reactor environments. This is comparable to the uncertainty in many dosimeters used rou- 
tinely for spectrum determinations. This small an uncertainty in displacement kerma is not 
unexpected when one considered that 99% of the damage in reactor spectra comes from the 
elastic and inelastic reaction channels, which are well characterized. 

This analysis has addressed only the uncertainty of the silicon displacement-damage re- 
sponse function. The behavior of a given silicon device may also be influenced by ion- 
ization effects, neutron rate effects, and annealing of initial defects. All of these effects 
must be considered in assigning an overall uncertainty to a reading from a silicon dis- 
placement sensor. 
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Future Work 
This analysis of the contributions 
the silicon displacement uncer- 

tainty has highlighted the impor- 
tance of the contributions from the 
elastic cross section. Refinement in 
the elastic cross-section representa- 
tion from 0.2 to 0.4 MeV is impor- 
tant to any significant decrease in 
the calculated silicon damage un- 
certainty. 
This analysis has accounted for the 

effect of cross section uncertainty on the uncertainty in the silicon displacement kerma. 
The uncertainty in the modeling of the recoil of the residual nuclei after an interaction has 
not been treated. Figure 7 shows that the various silicon cross sections show some variation 
in the predicted recoil spectrum for the primary knock-on atoms (PKA). This variation is 
only weakly coupled into the displacement kerma through the displacement partition func- 
tion. Future work should quantify this contribution to the uncertainty of the silicon damage 
function. 

5. Significance of Results 
Energy-dependent damage covariance matrix is made available to the radiation testing 

community. The covariance matrix has been incorporated into the SNLRMLI4 cross sec- 
tion compendium and will be distributed through the Oak Ridge National Laboratory Ra- 
diation Shielding Information Center as part of version 2 of the PSR-345 and DLC-178 
code packages. This covariance will enable silicon displacement monitors to be used as 
sensors in spectrum adjustment codes.I5 The importance of cross-reaction and energy-de- 
pendent correlations is illustrated by comparison of two energy-dependent uncertainty es- 
timators and four spectrum-averaged uncertainty estimators. Future work is needed to 
quantify the uncertainty component due to the modeling of the PKA recoil energy. 
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